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Introduction

This information sheet includes some research and analysis about the impact of volunteering on happiness and health. The source of each research finding or recommendation is provided as an end note.

Happiness and mental health

A source of joy
A study done in 1996 identified volunteering as the second greatest source of joy. Dancing was first.¹

Favourable effect on depression
- A study done in 2003 found that formal volunteering has a beneficial effect on depressive symptoms.²
- In 2013, a University of Exeter meta-analysis of 40 studies found that volunteering had favourable effect on depression, life satisfaction and wellbeing.³

Reduces psychological impact of low socioeconomic status
Findings of a 2008 study indicate that low socioeconomic status is associated with poor health both among those who volunteer and those who do not. However, low socioeconomic status is associated with unhappiness only among those who do not volunteer, while volunteers are equally likely to be happy whether they have high or low socioeconomic status.⁴

Improves emotional health
In 2013, a United Health Group study (US) of 3351 people found that:
- 94% of people who volunteered in the last twelve months say that volunteering improves their mood.
- Volunteers have better personal scores than non-volunteers on nine well-established measures of emotional wellbeing including personal independence, capacity for rich interpersonal relationships and overall satisfaction with life.
- 78% of people who volunteered in the last twelve months say that volunteering lowers their stress levels.
- Volunteers are more likely than US adults overall to report that they felt calm and peaceful most of the time, and that they had a lot of energy most of the time, over the past four weeks.
- 96% off people who volunteered in the last twelve months say that volunteering enriches their sense of purpose in life.⁵

In 2014, a Citizens Advice Bureau study (UK) of 1500 volunteers found that:⁶
• 3 in 5 say that volunteering has made them feel less stressed.
• 3 in 4 who identified as having a mental health condition felt better able to manage their condition.
• 4 in 5 believe that volunteering had a positive effect on their mental or physical health.

Social integration
• A 2008 study showed that through meeting new people and reaffirming established social contacts, volunteers gain a sense of belonging and feel connected to the wider society. This in turn is seen to combat depression associated with loneliness. vii
• In 2013, a United Health Group study found that volunteering helps people connect and socialise—volunteers are more likely than non-volunteers to socialise and they do so more frequently. viii
• A 2003 study has shown how through building networks, bonds, trust and common values with other people, and thereby by developing ‘social capital’, volunteering increases people’s access to help and support from other people. This contributes to the well-being of an individual, as they have a network of support which they can draw on to help them cope with difficult, stressful and potentially harmful situations. ix

Developing Skills and Experience
The 2016 Volunteering Australia State of Volunteering report asked volunteers to indicate what personal traits or professional skills they have improved through volunteering:
• 60% indicated they had developed patience
• 55% improved teamwork skills
• 54% improved confidence skills
• 46% improved friendliness
• 45% improved cooperation
• 40% developed problem-solving skills
• 39% improved resourcefulness
• 37% increased resilience
• 37% improved their written and verbal communication skills
• 37% improved planning and organising skills
• 36% increased versatility
• 36% improved interpersonal skills
• 33% increased leadership/management ability
• 31% improved attention to detail
• 28% increased organisation skills
• 25% improved time management
• 22% improved computer/technical literacy
• 19% increased independence
• 17% further developed their analytical and research skills
• 3% even learned a new language! x

However, in the same report only 2% of respondents indicated that they participate in volunteering to improve their health and wellbeing.

Expands our sense of time
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• A study conducted by Yale and Harvard Universities suggests that volunteering our limited time – giving it away – may actually increase our sense of unhurried leisure.\textsuperscript{xii}

• A 2015 study of 746 Swiss workers found that volunteering (albeit energy- and time-consuming) may contribute to a greater sense of work-life balance for people in the workforce, which might in turn positively influence mental health.\textsuperscript{xiii}

Better than giving money
A 2008 study based on data from 41 communities across the US found that volunteering is highly associated with greater health and happiness, while other forms of altruistic behaviour (such as donating money or blood) are not.\textsuperscript{xiii}

Good for your love life
Singles may find love through volunteering.\textsuperscript{xiv}

Physical health and longevity

Feel healthier
In 2013, a United Health Group study found that:

- 76% of people who volunteered in the last twelve months say that volunteering has made them feel healthier.
- 80% of people who volunteered in the last twelve months say they feel they have control over their health.
- About a quarter of the people who have volunteered in the past 12 months say that volunteering has helped them to manage a chronic illness.\textsuperscript{xv}

Reduced blood pressure
In 2013, a US study followed people aged over 50 for four years and found that those who had volunteered at least 200 hours in the previous 12 months were less likely to develop hypertension than non-volunteers. There was no association between volunteerism and hypertension risk at lower levels of volunteer participation. Volunteering at least 200 hours was also associated with greater increases in psychological well-being.\textsuperscript{xvi}

Less visits to the doctor
A 2005 study found an inverse relationship between numbers of hours spent volunteering and the number of times older people visited a doctor.\textsuperscript{xvii}

Reduces pain
People suffering from chronic pain experience declines in their pain intensity when they began to serve as volunteers for others also suffering from chronic pain.\textsuperscript{xviii}

Delay declining brain function
In 2009, a small study found that older adults who volunteered were able to delay or even reverse declining brain functioning. They made gains in key brain regions that support cognitive abilities important to planning an organising daily life.\textsuperscript{xix}
Longer life expectancy
A 2013 University of Exeter meta-analysis of five studies identified a 22% reduction in early mortality among volunteers compared to non-volunteers. xx

So good for you that doctors should recommend it
In 2012, Dr Stephen Post, from Stony Brook University in New York believes recommending unpaid work should be a part of the "culture of healthcare systems". Happiness, health and longevity are the benefits that have been reported in more than 50 investigations. This includes a 2009 study of 5000 Americans, which found that volunteers felt physically healthier, happier, less stressed and slept better than those who did not volunteer. Dr Post said the patients who would most benefit from such recommendations include the elderly, those with depression and people overcoming major injuries. xxi

Healthy communities
Data from the U.S. Census Bureau found that states with a high volunteer rate also have lower rates of mortality and incidences of heart disease. xxi These state-level findings parallel those of noted sociologist Robert Putnam, who found a strong correlation between the level of social capital generated by a wide range of voluntary activities and positive social consequences (e.g. lower levels of violent crime, lower mortality levels and better educational outcomes). xxiii

Who benefits from volunteering?
Older people
• US and Canadian researchers reviewed 73 studies into the psychosocial benefits of volunteering for people aged over 50 and found it is associated with a reduced risk of depression and better overall health. They found that volunteering 2-3 hours a week is enough to reap the health benefits — doing more did not seem to lead to additional health improvements. People with chronic health conditions appeared benefit most. xxiv

• In 2006, an Australian qualitative study into volunteering in later life found that volunteering gives older people a sense of fulfilling a productive role with ageing and subsequently increasing their self-esteem and self-efficacy. It also highlighted how social integration and gaining a sense of belonging is a chief benefit of volunteering for older people. xxv

• Two analyses of longitudinal data from the Americans’ Changing Lives survey demonstrate that older adults receive greater physical and mental health benefits from volunteering than younger volunteers. xxvi

People experiencing mental illness
Results of a 2003 survey of people who experience mental health illness, suggested that volunteering improves people’s mental health by giving direction and meaning to their lives. xxvii

People in chronic pain
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A 2002 study found that individuals suffering from chronic pain experienced declines in their pain intensity and decreased levels of disability and depression when they began to serve as peer volunteers for others also suffering from chronic pain. xxviii

**People who have had heart attacks**

According to a Duke study of individuals with post-coronary artery disease, those individuals who volunteered after their heart attack reported reductions in despair and depression, two factors that have been linked to an increased likelihood of mortality in this type of patient. xxx

**How much volunteering is needed?**

**The volunteering threshold**

- A number of studies have sought to identify whether the amount or type of volunteering in which an individual engages might affect the health benefits from the volunteer activities. These studies indicate that there is not a linear relationship between the amount of volunteering and health benefits. In other words, more is not necessarily better. Instead, there appears to be a 'volunteering threshold' (an amount necessary for health benefits to be derived). Once that threshold is met, no additional health benefits are acquired by volunteering more. xxx

- Two studies both found that the volunteering threshold is 100 hours per year, or about two hours a week. Typically, no or little relationship was found between volunteering and positive health outcomes when an individual engaged in less than 100 hours per year. There did not appear to be any additional benefits to health as the number of volunteer hours increased beyond 100 hours. xxxi

- Another study found a more moderate level of volunteering was necessary for health benefits. Those individuals who volunteered at least 40 hours per year, as well as those who volunteered with just one organization, or group, had the lowest risk of mortality. xxxii

**Too much volunteering can be bad for you**

- A 2004 Flinders University study of 530 people noted that while many people get a lot out of volunteering, some volunteers believed their health had been negatively affected by a number of elements associated with volunteering, including witnessing difficult or depressing situations, observing conflict and pushing themselves to do too much. xxxiii

- A 2008, Australian National University study of 1000 people in their 60s found that those who did more than 15 hours per week paid a price in terms of a significant decrease in their mental health and psychological wellbeing. The study found the main reason people volunteered for more than 15 hours per week was because of a shortage of volunteers and a perception that more time was need to get the job done. xxxiv

**Implications for volunteer management**

**Recognising the complexity of the evidence**

While there is a large amount of evidence which shows that volunteering has a positive impact on the health of individuals and communities, there are a number of dynamics which complicate this relationship. This points to the need for a more nuanced approach to understanding the benefits associated with volunteering, recognising how they vary between different groups. xxxv
Preventing burn out

- Dr Anna Ziersch (co-author of the 2004 Flinders University study) suggested that volunteering should be done within reasonable limits. 'Like any areas of our lives, we need to make sure we don’t overdo things’, she said. Some volunteers may need to make adjustments if they feel their health is being compromised (for example, by seeking support, reducing the extent of their involvement, dropping a particular responsibility or where necessary, ceasing their involvement). It is the responsibility of volunteer-involving organisations to monitor the health of their volunteers and make sure they are adequately supported and trained to handle difficult situations. It is important to manage the workloads for volunteers and to be realistic about what they can achieve.

- Dr Tim Windsor (co-author of the 2008 ANU study) says the findings highlight the importance of not overcommitting to volunteer work as high levels of volunteering is not such a positive thing. He also said the findings highlight the need to boost volunteer numbers and ensure adequate government and community support for the volunteering sector so that the burden of responsibility doesn’t just fall to a few but is shared by many.

- Celia Richardson from the Mental Health Foundation suggested that 'Volunteering, like work, has to be structured and managed to ensure that stress is minimised. Volunteering is best in an environment which is planned properly to maximise the benefits to the individual as well as the organisation.'

Dangers of coercion

An Australian study warns of the dangers of coercing people into volunteering. It argues that the choice and agency of the volunteer is central to the cultivation of feelings of purpose and self-esteem. Rather than forcing people, it suggests that volunteering should be encouraged through designing programs that attract volunteers and feed into their motivation.

Managing older volunteers

- Studies have highlighted the need to break down barriers to make volunteering more accessible to older people. For example, one study suggests that there should be a wider range of opportunities which meet different people’s interests, abilities and needs and a focus on providing adequate transport and meeting expenses.

- In terms of managing older volunteers, one study suggests that there needs to be adequate training and support provided by a manager who possesses special knowledge and understanding of the older generation.

Managing volunteers with mental illness

In relation to managing volunteers with mental illness, one study highlights the importance of providing regular support and supervision by people with good interpersonal skills and knowledge of the implications of mental illness health. Their study reveals that the awareness of mental illness amongst all staff in organisations is also central to the engagement and retention of volunteers.
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